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Redding Resumes “Custom” Die Production for 2015 



Cortland, NY…….Redding Reloading Equipment has completed their 6 year plan of expansion and upgrades to their manufacturing equipment.  During that period manufacturing and warehousing space grew by over forty percent and the company’s inventory of CNC machining centers increased two and one half times. Significant increases in staffing also followed and the resulting production capability dramatically increased, easing the backlog, which had been created by the recent hyper-market. This growth in production capabilities and talented new employees has now allowed the company to again accept orders for new Custom Dies and sets.

The Custom Die Order Process:

To receive a custom die price quote, send your chamber reamer drawing, including all dimensions and the shoulder angle and do not forget to include clear instructions as to exactly what your needs are, i.e. dies to form the case, full length die set, neck sizing dies only, etc. 
As an alternative, you can simply send three (3) fired cases from your chamber for examination on our optical comparator. Package them carefully to prevent damage in transit, your fired cases will be returned upon request. Because of the nature of work involved in making custom dies, advance payment is required with the order. Please allow a minimum of 16 weeks for delivery after your order has been received.

Some cartridges with a very unique design and/or unusual shoulder angle may require a tooling and engineering charge to partially cover our expense for making up special tooling. In the event such costs are required, they will be quoted separately.

Redding Reloading Equipment has focused on building the finest quality, American Made products for the precision handloading market since 1946. To learn more about our ongoing commitment to the precision handloader and to request a copy of the new 2015 Redding catalog visit: 
www.redding-reloading.com
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